
Q4sessions.com 
Sourcing Secrets Fully Exposed 



Dreams Come True: Literally! 

•  Our Dream  

•  Q4 is what YOU make it  
 



My QUICK story 

•  How I started 

•  Books moved into toys 

•  November 2013 I got burnt out with one biz model 
•  My declined card led to a BLESSING!!! 



Change is GREAT 

•  Giving back DOES work 

 

•  Our MM8 Group is born from the “mobile mastermind” formula 

 



How to use a mobile Group 

•  Talent Story 

•  Barrington’s take on how to maximize a mobile group 



Resume before mobile group 

•  -Amazon 3rd party RA seller.  Strictly RA 

•  Lone Wolf  J 

•  Not sharing any deals 



Resume after joining a mobile Group 

•  Built a list and formed the sourceoholics Facebook group and news letter with over 3000 subscribers 

•  Met Barrington Mcintosh and now am selling grocery items and selling international 

•  Q4sessions partnership with Jim Cockrum’s team to form the provenq4plan 

•  MM8 Group born.  Predicting to have a 6 figure net worth after Q4 and upcoming 2016 year 

•  Private Label product doing over 50+ sales per day. 

•  Working with multiple manufactures and sourcing agents to create brands 

•  Doing exclusive projects with wholesalers for my own design licensed products 

•  Plans to write a book in 2016  

•   MM8 Group Daily Deals List with several subscribers 

•  Familiar with trade shows/Supplier relationships 

•  BARRINGTONS WORDS ON A MOBILE GROUP 

•  Grinch cutting the ham 



My “Numbers”   

•  2015 Year to date 

 

•  Q4 2014 Gross 



My 2014 Q4 Profit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•  These numbers are around 37% profit. 



Retail Arbitrage  

•  Best way to start 

•  Buying products at retail price whether in-store or offline, and reselling them for a profit 
with the help of  a SCANNER or camera phone! 

•  Scan everything! Only way to learn 

•  Profit Bandit, Scan power, scoutify, FBA scan 

•  Sign up for sourceOscanner. 
http://forms.aweber.com/form/43/1161349843.htm 

•  This differs from private labeling, wholesale, buying direct from manufacturer, and buying 
used items Retail Arbitrage  buying low at retail selling high on amazon 

•  Retail Arbitrage  buying low at retail selling high on amazon 



Do NOT Rely on Retail Arbitrage!!!! 

•  Retail Arbitrage is extra income  

•  Great Research Tool 

•  Automate it-Brent last Q4 season 

•  Don’t rely on clearance 

•  You are not in control when you rely on RET ARB 

•  Manager limits, store’s product availability, the economy 

•  Don’t pray someone doesn’t find your watering hole 



Focus 

•  You have to focus 

•  FACEBOOK, complaining, putting down others, playing on whats app 

•  Don’t be lazy 

  -Get your products in the same day you source!  Use inventory placement if  
you are too slow!! 

•  Better to have products in then to save money goofing around 



Have a plan! 

•  Getting your day started early stores open at 7-10am! Walmart the party never stops! 

•  Before you leave!  Check any store promos or updates from your mobile  
group 

•  Before you leave!  Plotting the course so you don’t back track and waste time.  This can work with Map 
Quest.  

•  Download the apps for the stores you go to. 

•  Tracking the stores you went to, Inventory Lab is great for this! 

•  http://bit.ly/1BGOOKx 

•  Brief  explanation of  Inventory Lab 

•  Make a list of  items that are selling well before you leave the house 



Have a plan! (cont.) 

•  Start hiring help now to maximize your Q4 spending 

•  My story with Brent last year 

•  Create your listings NOW!  

•  Even if  items you are finding now are Christmas items be proactive 

•  Apply for a few credit cards 

•  See what kind of  funding you can get 

•  Look into renting/buying a CARGO VAN! 



Long Term Plans 

•  If  you were to step away from SOURCING would it survive? 
•  Does your business have longevity? 
•  Where will retail arbitrage be in the next 5 years? 10? 30? 
•  Can you hand this down to your children/grandkids? 

•  What would you do if  stores that you relied on like K-mart or TRU shut their doors 
or refused to sell to resellers? 

•  What plans do you have in the future to make your business AUTOMATED? 

•  I have a plan FOR YOU!  



Retail Arbitrage (Tax Exempt) 

•  Get yourself  a resale Cert and tax exempt! 

•  Walmart Customer service 

•  Will save you thousands of  dollars! 

•  I personally spend around 5k per day and more 

•  5,0000 X .06 Maryland tax is $300/day in tax 

•  Don’t let it tie you up though!!! Get out there! 



Retail Arbitrage Stores 

•  Big Lots 

•  Marshalls 

•  Home goods 

•  Ross 

•  Tj Maxx-apply for their credit card 

•  Liquidation stores 

•  Krogers 

•  Five Below!!! 

•  Walmart-Be careful of  saturation on Black Friday deals 

•  Kmart-50% off  and rewards card 

•  The groups come in handy for this! 



My personal shopping strategy 

•  Mobile group proven winners FIRST! Be kind to others! Don’t elbow little Johnnies Mom for a star wars 
gun! 

•  Park near the lawn and Garden 

•  Seasonals (Kmart and Walmart have seasonal setups) 

•  Next I check toys.  Make sure to check your mobile group again 
Barrington can attest to the power of  the mobiles around Christmas time 

•  Move on to Home goods 

•  Grocery items 

•  Shoes and clothing 

•  When it’s not Q4 I always start with the clearance first to get my confidence up! 



Test Test Test 

•  Items that do not scan or register.  Hire a VA, or use 
www.removethebackground.com  

•  Barrington’s take on testing 

•  Think about the season during these test. 

•  Use Merchant words to see who is searching for this (Will discuss more) 



Retail Arbitrage: Leads to more 

•  Retail Arbitrage is a great way to learn products, especially seasonal products 

•  Retail Arbitrage leads to wholesale 

•  Retail Arbitrage leads to private label 

 



Retail Arbitrage: Buying Decisions 

•  Determining what rank sells the best (lower the better) 

•  Don’t rely on rank, use it as a reference 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decision(Rank) 

•  Ryan Reger Formula 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions:             
Kiddie Beats Drums (Rank) 

•  You scan this for 31 pounds ($47.19) 

•  What percent is 29,712 in? 

•  We know there around 5 million toys in the amazon 
UK catalogue. So 29,712/3,930,934 is in top 1% 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decision(Rank) 

•  Don’t feel like doing the MATH??? 

•  Now check it with the chart and try to stay in the top percentage you are 
comfortable with. 

(Chart on next slide) 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decision(Rank) 

•  I stay more toward top 1% for toys, except 
for Q4 moving into November, December 

•  Home and Kitchen up to 1,000,000 
•  Shoes I stay below 10,000 typically unless  

there are not many variaitons 
•  What are variations?? 
•  Clothing and shoes more review driven 
•  All other categories except book I stay in  

top percentages 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions: 
 Product Reviews 

•  Check the most recent reviews! 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions: 
 Product Reviews 

•  Make sure reviews are up to date! 

•  Last review here was Oct 4 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions: 
 Product Reviews 

•  Last review on this was August  

•  Rank is still good, but reviews are older 

 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions 

•  Price  

•  Fees 

•  Profit 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions(Price) 

•  I’ll pay anything if  the profit is there 

•  Obviously if  you pay more there is less competition 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions(Fees) 

•  You will see several items that are $10 and selling for $21.99 on Black Friday 
from Walmart. 

•  I wouldn’t recommend loading up on these kind of  items even though you 
may make $3 , I have seen it happen over several Q4s 

•  Lets hop down to the next slide and check out fees 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions(Fees) 

•  Google “amazon revenue calculator for this 
•  Here is the kiddie beat drum set  
•  Let’s say it is only selling for 24.99(it will go up 

though as we’ve seen in the past!) 

•  You are only left with 15.63 after fees 
•  I would definitely not go TOO DEEP 
•  Avoid oversize fees at all cost. $4.00/item 

•  Here is another example using Profit Bandit 
 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions(Fees) 

•  Apps are there for you!! 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions(Fees) 

•  Inventory Lab is there to help you too! 

•  Get inventory Lab here! 

http://bit.ly/1BGOOKx 

 



Retail Arbitrage Buying Decisions(Profit) 

•  I usually try to get back 50% ROI or higher.  More toward 80-100 with RA 

•  Here is a little formula Eric Hardwick taught me 

•  4-15-, 5-16, 6-17, 7-18, 8-19, 9-20 

•  10-24.99, 15-36, 19-43.99, 30-62, 40-80, 50-104.99 



Restricted Categories 

•  Opportunity! “I don’t want to deal with this” 

•  Less Competition 

•  Learn the products, Don’t be Lazy!!! 

•  Our Personal experience with restricted categories 



Restricted Categories 

•  We recommend www.categoryapproval.com or try it out by yourself ! 

•  Less competition 

•  Shoes are a great Christmas present 

•  Great shoe reference by our own Abe Ortolani 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1BOwKB5WwGyEFSYbrYQWzoSSz0vt6DRKhUCuRvtB9aFg/edit 

•  Mini back to school happens again! Sometimes backpacks require luggage 

•  Clothing (licensed clothing) 

•  Ross, Tj maxx bras, athletic clothes etc 



The Big Boy Numbers 

•  Ken Kelly 

•  David Shannon at the MM8 conference did $369,000 in shoes alone after hearing 
great tips from our shoe master Ken Kelly 

•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sVnKgQ1oy1Q 

•  Eric Hardwick LAST YEAR numbers 

 



Brief  shoes explanation 

•  With shoes and clothes check Reviews more than rank!!! 

•  I tend to stay under 12,000 rank when sourcing shoes 

•  Here is a great list provided one of  our Q4sessions.com leaders Abe Ortolani 

•  https://docs.google.com/document/d/
1BOwKB5WwGyEFSYbrYQWzoSSz0vt6DRKhUCuRvtB9aFg/edit 



Abe Ortolani’s List 



Brief  Clothing explanation  

•  Clothing can go higher in rank, but check reviews mostly!! 

•  Kids clothing the 24 months and 3T quick burners 

•  Check Walmart for kids pajamas 

•  Ross, Tj Maxx, Marshalls have great accessory clothing such as hats, gloves, 
ties, wallets.   

•  Burlington Coat factory another great source 

•  Inventory Lab does a great job of  sorting the variations when listing 



Things to Look out for this Q4 

•  Kid’s pajamas 

•  Santa Claus life size dancing 

 



Things to Look out for this Q4 

•  Turtles toys! 

•  Styling Heads (Barbie Big Lots,  
CVS, Walgreens) 

•  Sew Cool accessories and machines 

•  Easy Bake 



Things to Look out for this Q4 

•  Star Wars Monopoly 

•  Fog machines (great brown box 
product) 

•  Inflatables  
(exclusive box design) 



Things to Look out for this Q4 

•  Little live pet 

•  Digi Birds 

•  Furbies 

•  Wow-wee toys 

•  Zuppies 

•  Zoomers 

•  Get well dog 



Things to Look out for this Q4 

•  Wilton stuff, gingerbread houses! 

•  Gingerbread cookies 



Things to Look out for this Q4 

•  Candy!!!!  

•  Candy Corn 

•  Scan everything in the seasonal items 

•  Create two packs, three packs 

•  Laffytaffy seems to be a good seller every year 

•  1 pound bars 



Things to Look out for this Q4 

•  Ghirardelli hot cocoa mix 

•  Ghirardelli Chocolate seasonal  

•   Oversize ball of  chocolate! 

•  Peppermint Bark-Great wholesale  
opportunity for off  brand pepp bark 



Things to Look out for this Q4 

•  Light bright 

•  Lincoln Logs $99 



Things to Look out for this Q4 
 

•  Paw patrol shoes 

•  Paw patrol toys 

•  Star wars the force awakens (the toy guns) 

•  Chocolate Pen already over retail 

•  Do your research NOW 

•  My advice can’t compare to the mobile groups 



Q4 Will come to an end  
What is next? 

•  Take screen shots of  what is hot 

•  Go to merchant words and type in hot seasonal keywords 

•  See what is selling and take screen shots so you will be ready for next year! 

•  Screen shot which items have the best ranks, reviews, etc.. 



Q4 will come to an end  
What is next? 

•  Your crazy Q4 sales DON’T HAVE TO STOP!  

•  My skus selling all summer 

•  So what is next after this Retail Arb becomes more challenging? 



Wholesale 

•  Tradeshows 

•  Turning the package around 

•  Google supplier name via Reverse Engineering 

 



Go to ASD!!! 

•  Trade show with thousands of  suppliers  

•  Build relationships face to face 

 



No time for a tradeshow?   

•  Here is the supplier list of  ASD vendors 

http://www.asdonline.com/lv/attendee/exhibitor-directory.shtml 

•  You can search by category, etc. 



Tradeshows Strategies 

•  Start out by complimenting, or small talk 
•  Bring business cards! 
•  90 percent of  them are manufacturers! 
•  Ask about exclusives-throw blanket example 

•  Ask about MOQS for wholesale and Private Label 
•  Find out where they are located for logistics  

•  Stop worrying about RANK! Merchant words is your new friend for product 
research! 



Tradeshows: Garden Gnome Example 



Tradeshows: Garden Gnome competitive? 

•  13,600 search 
results 



Tradeshows: Turning one product into many 

•  1 product turning into  
more 

•  Do each word at a time 
and search as if  you were 
a consumer 



Tradeshows: Turning one product to many   

•  Lower  
competition 

•  Ask supplier 
for girl Gnome 



Tradeshow:  Follow up emails 



Turn the package around 

•  Example 

•  Medline Ind.  



Look them up 

•  Google their website 

•  Sometimes they are Local!! J 



Look them up 



Contact them 

•  Hello, 

We are interested in carrying your line. Could you please assist us in acquiring a 
price list.  Thank you for your time! 

Lance Wolf  

MM8 Group (Your company here) 



Wholesale: Reverse engineering for gravy boats! 

•  Barrington and I joking about Gravy.  Let’s check out gravy boats? 

•  1. Merchant word research:  

 
 



Wholesale: Reverse Engineering:Using 
Asinspector 

•  What is Asin Inspector?  

•  Look into this here:     http://bit.ly/1LcTkHd 

   



Wholesale: Reverse engineering for gravy boats! 

•  Who is the manufactuer?  

 

•  Looks like it is HIC. 



Wholesale: Reverse engineering for gravy boats! 

•  Product looks good lets do this!!!! 

•  Contact them! 



Wholesale: Reverse engineering for gravy boats! 
Making contact! 

•  Contact 



Wholesale: Reverse engineering for gravy boats! 
Making contact! 



Private Label:  What the heck is it!!! 

•  Private labeling is essentially selling the same product as the manufacturer, but 
putting your label on it! 

•  Everyone wins with Pl since they are supplying you 

•  Also you can replicate products that sell well!  

•  I typically buy things on amazon that I think will sell well, and send them into a 
manufacturer that I met on Alibaba! I use asinspector to assist me  

•  We are not doing to get deep into that form of  PL though since Q4 is fast paced 



Private Label:  Still time for Q4 

•  If  you brown box, you can still do this NOW! 

•  You can start out with a few cases if  the manufacturer agrees to it! 



Private Label:  Low income Private Label: 
Brown Boxing   

•  Brown boxing is a technique used to avoid having to buy a container 

•  More work, but great for testing 

•  Your marketing dollars go into something that is going to be ONLY YOU 
ON THE LISTING!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

•  Sticker, or insert design is all you need. 

•  Let’s look at a specific example! 



Private Label:  Low income Private Label: 
Brown Boxing   

•  Here is a garden Gnome in this manufacturers box 

•  1.  Buy this and test it wholesale to see how it sells. You may break even , but 
who cares! 

•  2.  If  it is a good seller put your brand name on it!!! 

 



Private Label:  Low income Private Label: 
Brown Boxing 

•  Before 



Private Label:  Low income Private Label: 
Brown Boxing 

•  AFTER! (MUST HAVE  
PERMISSION FROM MANUF) 

•  Same Gnome will be in the box 
but it is now your own product 
and from your merchant word 
research you know people will 
buy this using the search word 
garden Gnome!!!!!!  

•  Check the next slide on where to 
get labels made! (Just a suggestion) 



Private Label: Sticker production site   

•  I use http://www.printrunner.com/ 

•  Here is an example of  the specs of  one I just ordered-à 

•  This is enough stickers for me to private label  
2000 pieces 

•  YOU NEED PERMISSION FROM THE  
MANUFACTURER TO DO THIS!!! 



Private Label: Why sticker over container to 
start? 

•  Here is a perfect example to sticker over PL when testing a product 

 

•  Instead why not sticker and order less units.  

•  How many I actually ordered by using stickers, instead of  custom China order 



List your product for QUICK Q4 success 

•  Now what do I do? I have my own product with no listing  

1.  List your item and load it with as many keywords as possible keeping it 
under 200 character 
http://www.charactercountonline.c 

2.  When typing your title reference Merchant words. Load your “search terms, 
description, and product details.”   

3.  Make sure it makes sense! Don’t violate Amazon policy! 



List your product for QUICK Q4 success 

•  http://www.charactercountonline.c 

 



Optimizing your listing 

•  Compare and input 



Discount Offerings 

•  Create a promo code and offer your product at a highly discounted price. You may 
ask for an HONEST product review 

•  The discount customer be notified to and MUST input that they received a 
discounted item in exchange for a review 

•  This creates traction on your product 

•  You CAN NOT ask for a positive product review 

•  Amazon is NO LONGER ALLOWING family and friends to purchase from you 

•  Super URLs are now something to avoid as well, and is based on seller discretion 



Discount Offerings 

•  There are many ways to get offer discounts to get your products moving 

•  AMZ TRACKER-NEXT LEVEL serious sellers 

http://www.amztracker.com/#a_aid=5611cce6706d8 

•  Snag Shout 
https://www.snagshout.com/ 

•  Check facebook groups and contact gate keepers! See if  their followers are interested in your 
products 

•  Nancy Alexander fellow Q4sessions.com member 

•  You can decide what is best for you 



Amazon Product Ads 

•  Takes money to make money! 



Amazon product Ads 

•  Manual Ads 



Bundling 

•  Debrah Conrad is a great person to contact when it comes to bundling 

•  Plush Bunny with chocolate bar example 

•  Santa plush with Chocolate? 

•  Elf  on the shelf ? 

•  Check merchant words for highly searched products and add a 
complimentary 



Online Arbitrage Gary Baird  

•  http://bit.ly/1VDXqcQ (Free Until October 16th) 

•  Make sure you are using ebates and other discount site 

•  Retail me Not 

•  Set Alerts (Ebates, Retail me Not, honey, mr. rebates, slick deals) 

•  Check ebates.com..they have a huge list of  stores you can give your VA 



Hire a VA to source  

•  You can start on  
http://www.onlinejobs.ph/ 

•  You can also check out Eric Hardwick’s service he is a genius on Online 
Arbitrage 

•  http://bit.ly/1I5Z0lt 



Leverage Credit! 

•  Credit cards 

•  Ebates  

•  Kabbage 

 



Leveraging Credit 

•  Always show your resale certificate 

•  Kmart rewards 

•  Kmart Sears cards 

•  Target red card 

•  Big Lots Rewards 

•  Leverage Walmart gift card promos 

•  Blue Card, American Express Open, Bank Rewards cards 

•  Leverage Credit cards /Earn points for spending certain amount when you open card 

•  Use ebates and other deal sites for all your OA purchases 



Kabbage 

•  Great Loan site.  

•  As you pay you can access the cash that you paid them  

•  They can plug into your amazon account also  

•  Last year they loaned me $30,000 which was another great source.  

•  We all know you can’t spend enough money in Q4 

•  Check them out here 
http://bit.ly/1LgUB09  



International Seller appeal 

•  I am an international seller and I feel alone?? How can I take action on this 
webinar?? 

•  Barrington’s story of  how he leverages US runners from an ISLAND! 

•  The mobile groups will help you 

•  The wholesale and private label is FOR YOU! 

•  Online Arbitrage is FOR YOU! 



Closing statements 

•   As you source CREATE don’t follow! 

•  Don’t bury your talents 

•  Remember the true meaning of  Christmas 

•  Spend time with those you love 

•  Go to a show, lightshow and be consumed with the love of  Christmas 

•  Don’t be obsessed but don’t’ be lazy!  This is YOUR time! 



Trusted Tools  

•  Asinspector 
http://bit.ly/1LcTkHd 

•  AMZ TRACKER 

•   http://bit.ly/1PZhWTL 

•  Inventory lab 

http://bit.ly/1BGOOKx 


